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Abstract
The act of creating a robot involves systems engineering and creative
problem solutions. It is about using established components to create
a system that works in the natural or at least in the human
environment. The current project is no exception, we have used the
Robot Operating System (ROS) to create an android based
teleoperator application for the Finch robot. A Raspberry Pi
processing platform establishes the link between the android device
and the Finch robot. The most creative task, during the system design,
was to translate the commands from the teleoperator application into
wheel movements of the Finch robot. The translation must take into
account the physical setup of the robot, including unintended negative
influences, such as drag. The command translation involved a
nonlinear coordinate transformation. The ROS framework enabled us
to focus on that nonstandard coordinate translation task by offering a
high level of abstraction and the ability to create component
functionalities independently.

In that paper, we describe the design steps which helped us to
realize an android based teleoperation for the Finch robot. We
applied systems engineering principles and design reuse through
public and vendor specific frameworks. These design decisions
allowed us to focus our creative energy on the design and
implementation of a nonstandard functionality which interfaces
ROS and Finch frameworks by translating messages. The
nonstandard functionality took the form of a ROS node which
communicates over rostopics and rosservices.
The material in the paper is arranged as follows. The
materials section describes the system setup with both block and
layer-diagrams. Subsequently, we focus on framing the problem
for which we have to create a physical solution. From the
problem analysis we distil the requirements. For that paper, the
requirements take the form of a mathematical model. The
discussion section provides some background on decisions
which shaped the design process. The paper closes with
conclusions and further work.
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2. MATERIALS
1. INTRODUCTION
As it is so often the case in the creative act of designing
physical problem solutions, the creation of the android based
teleoperation for the Finch robot started with a realization. To be
specific, we realized that a Raspberry Pi [9, 10] can be used to
power and control the Finch robot via the Universal Serial Bus
(USB) interface. Furthermore, the Raspberry Pi can
communicate via the internet through the WiFi interface. Hence,
it immediately made sense to use the Raspberry Pi as a
command and control gateway. That gateway links the user
device to the Finch robot. We have chosen ROS, because it is
the most widely used middleware for robots [11]. Subsequently,
we have selected android based devices to establish the User
Interface (UI). The reason for selecting that device class comes
from the fact that only android mobile systems support the ROS
middle-ware [12]. The Fig.1 shows the block diagram for the
system, which facilitates the android based teleoperation
functionality. The Raspberry Pi plays a central role in that setup,
because it links the USB based Finch robot to the wireless
android device. The icon on the left depicts an android device
and the icon on the right depicts the Finch robot.

Engineering is about building physical problem solutions [1,
2]. We have to use the tools and components which are currently
available. The goal must be to limit the creation of both
nonstandard functionality and nonstandard design processes.
Nonstandard functionality is error prone and it gets outdated
very fast. Furthermore, the documentation is local and
oftentimes substandard. Non-standard design processes are error
prone and most of them are not traceable in case something goes
wrong with the design. Therefore, we have to rely on well
thought out design methods, such as systems engineering [3] and
establish the functionality with frameworks, such as Robot
Operating System (ROS) [4] and the Application Programming
Interface (API) of the Finch robot [5, 6].
Using the systems engineering design methodology [7, 8], in
conjunction with ROS [4] and robot specific APIs, minimizes of
the amount of creative energy needed to establish a physical
problem solution. As a consequence, it is possible to focus the
creative energy on designing interface solutions which rearrange
and convert data. These interfaces have to be designed in a
structured way. The design process starts with need definition,
followed by requirements capturing and specification
refinement. The implementation step translates the specification
into a physical problem solution. The task of a designer is to
come up with meaningful activities within each of these steps.
Building robots for education and research embodies the
romantic idea of creation. It is incredibly satisfying to see that
the will of the creator could animate otherwise lifeless material.

Fig.1. Block diagram for the Android based teleoperation system
to control the Finch robot
A block diagram gives a broad overview of the system setup.
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However, block diagrams are insufficient to establish the
functionality, because the diagram hides too much complexity.
The network layer diagram, shown in Fig.2, reveals the underlying
functionality in terms of communicating components. All the
components communicate in parallel, hence we had to establish a
heterogeneous network, i.e. a processing and communication
environment that stretches over multiple processing environments.
For that particular project, the underlying processing environment
was abstracted through the android system, the raspian Operating
System (OS) and the Finch framework. On the positive side, most
of that functionality is established through the ROS and the Finch
framework [5]. As a consequence, the task for establishing the
android based teleoperation functionality for the Finch robot
comes down to interfacing the ROS with the Finch framework, in
the Raspberry Pi.

Raspberry Pi. The first message communicates the point
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the second message communicates (1,0).

The Finch is a two wheel plus support robot. The two front
wheels can move independently forward and backward. The
stand is at the back of the robot where it provides mechanical
support. To move the robot, we need to communicate an integer
value between -255 and +255 for each wheel via a rosservice. A
value of 255 means maximum speed forward conversely a value
of -255 means maximum speed backwards. The values between
the positive and negative maximum are linearly related to the
wheel speed. A value of 0 means the Finch wheel stops.
With that background, we embark upon the description of an
algorithm which translates the geometry messages from the
teleoperator app to wheel speed commands for the Finch robot.
The diagram, shown in Fig.3, visualizes the relationship between
the Cartesian coordinates, published by the teleoperator app, and
the integer based wheel movement of the Finch robot. The
diagram shows a unit circle centred at the origin of a two
dimensional plane. There are eight points on that unit circle. The
Cartesian coordinates are given in terms of (x,y). The second
number pair, depicted as (magnitude ∠phase ), is the polar
coordinate representation of that point. The numbers, that come
from within the unit circle, describe the angle of the points in
terms of [0, 2], where 0 is the same as 0 rad. The tuple, in the
square brackets, represents the intensity of the Finch wheel
speed in terms of [-1, 1]. The first number of the tuple describes
the left wheel speed and the second number describes the right
wheel speed.
The diagram, shown in Fig.3, relates the different
representations of eight strategically chosen points on the unit
circle. However, to design effective algorithms, such a graphical
representation is too cluttered. A table brings out the rhythm of
the point representation much better. Each row in Table.1 relates
Cartesian coordinates, polar coordinates, normalized Angle and
Finch wheel speed. The design pattern emerges from the last
three columns. The normalized angle is conveniently mapped to
the Finch wheel speed.

Finch Robot

Fig.2. Layer model of the android based teleoperation system for
the Finch robot
The ROS defines a node as a sequential entity that can make
progress independently from other nodes. The nodes
communicate via non-blocking rostopics or via blocking
rosservices. Rostopics work on a many to many principle,
whereas rosservices work on a one on one bases. Rostopics were
used to exchange information between the android device and
the Raspberry Pi. We have used rosservices to exchange
information with the Finch framework within the Rasp-berry Pi.
The following sections describe the mathematical foundation of
the interface software which translates rostopic into rosservice
messages.

2.1 TRANSLATING ROSTOPIC INTO ROSSERVICE
MESSAGES
Before we can embark on establishing the transformation
algorithms, we have to discuss the input and output data. The
input data comes from the teleoperator app, executed by the
ROS android framework in a mobile phone. The app provides a
virtual joystick where the user can select a point within a unit
circle. More specifically, the user touches the mobile device
screen within a round area and these touch coordinates are
translated into Cartesian coordinates within a unit circle.
Whenever a user touches the screen region, symbolizing the unit
circle, the app publishes rostopic messages. These messages are
published periodically, i.e. there is a continuous message stream
whenever a user touches the circular screen area. The messages
have the format geometry msgs/Twist.msg [15]. Listing.1 shows
an example message, as captured with the roscommand rostopic.
Listing.1. Message from the teleoperation app, captured in the
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interpolate the missing points for the wheel speed and thereby
establish a functional relationship between the normalized Angle
and the Finch wheel speed. The two graphs, shown in Fig.4,
depict that functional relationship. To be specific, the graph for
the left wheel is a triangular wave which oscillates between -1
and 1. The wave has a phase shift of 0.25 and a period length of
2. The triangular wave, which describes the right wheel speed,
has the same period length and the same amplitude, but a phase
shift of -0.25.

Fig.3. Transformation of rostopic messages from the android
teleoperator app to Finch wheel speed commands. The diagram
shows eight example points on the unit circle. Each point is
labeled in terms of Cartesian (x, y) coordinates,
(magnitudes∠phase), Angle and [Left Speed, Right Speed] for
the Finch wheels.

Fig.4. Transfer diagram from Angle to Left and Right speed.
Based on the transfer diagram, shown in Fig.4, we embark on
the mathematical formulation of the transformation algorithm
which converts Cartesian coordinates to Finch wheel speed. The
first step in that mathematical model is to extract the angle from
the Cartesian coordinates x and y. The Eq.(1) defines a function
which yields the angle [-π..π] from xy coordinates.

Table.1. Coordinate transformation
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(1)

The resulting angle, in the range of [-π,π], is a bit awkward to
deal with from an implementation viewpoint. To simplify the
conceptional treatment of the translation process, we introduced
the Angle [0,2] parameter. The Eq.(2) maps the atan2(y, x)
results onto Angle.
if atan2( x, y ) ≤ π
atan2( x, y ) / π
(2)
Angle = 
2 - atan2( x, y ) / π if atan2( x, y ) > π
The graph, shown in Fig.4, describes how the Angle value is
translated into a Speed value. The Eq.(3) models that translation
for the Left wheel speed.

Both, the diagram shown in Fig.3 and the information shown
in Table.1, provide only a limited number of points. However,
these points were chosen such that they represent important
corner cases. Having established these corner cases allows us to
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Left speed = Speed ( Angle )
If Angle ≤ 0.25
2 × Angle

= 2 × Angle + 1.5 If 0.25 < Angle ≤ 1.25
2 × Angle - 3.5 If Angle > 1.25


The Eq.(6) concludes the mathematical formulation of an
algorithm model which translates massages from the android
teleoperator app to Finch wheel speed. Translating the
mathematical model to a software implementation is straight
forward. Therefore, we have limited our explanations to the
mathematical model rather than the implementation. Next, we
discuss background information to shed some light on particular
design decisions.

(3)

Having a functional relationship between Angle and Left
speed allows us to formulate the Right speed as a shift of the
Left speed signal. The Eq.(4) shows that relationship.
(4)
Right speed = Speed ( Angle - 0.5)

3. DISCUSSION

where, -0.5 is the phase shift value, which delays the wave and
thereby shifting it towards positive infinity.
The Eq.(3) and Eq.(4) relate the Angle to both Left and Right
wheel speed, as specified in Fig.3 and Table.1. However, these
relationships hold only for points on the unit circle, i.e. for
points where the distance to the origin is 1. In terms of robot
speed that is the maximum condition. That maximum condition
must be scaled down based on the actual distance of the point to
the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system. The Eq.(5) defines
r as the distance of the point (x,y) to the origin.

=
r

x2 − y2

Robot design is to a large extend systems engineering with
the goal of establishing a desired functionality with minimum
development effort [13]. Therefore, frameworks are so
important. To realize the android based teleoperation
functionality for the Finch robot, we had to deal with two
frameworks. The Finch robot comes with a C based API for the
Raspberry Pi processing platform. That API was incorporated
into the ROS framework. Accessing the Finch framework from
ROS was facilitated through blocking rosservices. The user
interface was established by making minor modifications to the
ROSJAVA [14] example app called TeleOp. The app
communicates via non-blocking rosservices. That approach
allowed us to focus on the translation of the control messages
from the android app to commands for the Finch robot.
As such, the requirements for the message translation were
described in mathematical language. The purpose of the
requirements capturing was not to achieve or establish
mathematical rigor, it was to communicate the idea of how to
translate the control messages to wheel movement. The
mathematical equations, that were used to describe that
process, were crafted with the source code specification in
mind. In other words, the equations presented in the Materials
section can be translated easily into implementation source
code. For example, Eq.(1), Eq.(2), Eq.(3) and Eq.(6) contain
cases which can be implemented with if ... then ... else
statements. Furthermore, the definition of atan2(x,y),
established with Eq.(1), is the same as the functionality
specified in the math.h library for C and C++ [15].
Teleoperated systems have been used in a diverse range of
applications, from biomedical, surveillance to manufacturing
and service industries. Yepes et al. introduced an Android OS
based application to control an industrial robot. To evaluate their
system, a survey was done with engineering related users [16].
Bouterra et al. focused on the development of distributed
architecture control for industrial robots. The developed design
is a real time multi-tasking control law system. The control
architecture was distributed in five microcontrollers with a
master slave scheme. The master unit is dedicated for network
management and communication with the user-interface. Each
slave board focuses on the position control of the corresponding
joint. The control was done through an USB communication
assured with compatible drivers on the three most popular
platforms (windows, Linux and Mac OS) [17].
Mauledoux et al. describe the use of software-in-the-loop and
ROS as tools for controller implementation and simulation of
discrete-time plants [18].
San-Millan presents a climbing robot with wheeled
locomotion which uses permanent magnets as adhesion

(5)

In our model, the Left and Right speed is scaled by r. In a
final step, the scaled left and right speed is mapped onto the
Finch wheel speed range.

Fig.5. Transfer diagram from r×Speed to Wheel speed [-255,
254,..., 255].
The transfer function, shown in Fig.5, depicts the
relationship between Finch wheel speed and r × speed. The
values on the x-axis are continuous while the values on the yaxis are discrete steps. The transfer characteristic shows a
discontinuity around the origin. That discontinuity was
introduced because the Finch robot has only two wheels and one
fixed plastic support at the back. The support has considerable
drag and the driving motors need to generate sufficient torque to
overcome that. Through experiments, we found that the value,
when the Finch robot starts moving, is r = 0.2. Hence, whenever
r × speed is greater ±0.01, then the wheel speed value jumps to
±0.2 × 255. That ensures a sensitive response of the robot to
even very fine manipulations on the virtual joystick control.
Wheel speed =
  255 × r × Speed × (1- 0.2) + 0.2  If r × Speed ≥ 0.01

0
If r × Speed < 0.01


(6)

where, .. indicate the floor function and 255 is the maximum
value of the Finch wheel speed.
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mechanism. The robot is intended for the inspection of various
types of ferromagnetic structures, such as ship hulls, wind
turbine towers, bridges, and fuel tanks, in order to detect surface
faults or cracks caused by, for example aging or atmospheric
corrosion [19].
Teixeira et al. proposed the use of a wearable device for
visualization and control in association with an Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) applied to the structural inspection of
buildings [20].
In many assistive robotic systems, the interface to the user is
simply a tablet computer or a monitor attached to a single robot.
Benavidez et al. designed a software interface to connect users to
an assistive robot system for the disabled and elderly. The
system is comprised of heterogeneous low-cost assistive robots,
a home management portal and a cloud computing backend [21].

a problem, because there are only two questions for the selection
of a component: Is the component affordable? Does the
component meet the requirements? A particular component is
selected based on the answer to these questions. As a
consequence, framing robot design in terms of systems
engineering is more important than to look for open- or closedsource.
Acronyms
API
Application Programming Interface
OS
Operating System
ROS Robot Operating System
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
UI
User Interface
USB Universal Serial Bus
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